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Free epub Concepts in surface physics
springer series in surface sciences
(Read Only)
of interest to advanced students this book focuses on green s functions for
obtaining simple and general solutions to basic problems in quantum physics it
demonstrates the unifying formalism of green s functions across many
applications including transport properties carbon nanotubes and photonics and
photonic crystals this book presents a survey of modern theoretical techniques
in studies of radiative transfer and light scattering phenomena in turbid media
it offers a comprehensive analysis of polarized radiative transfer and also
discusses advances in planetary spectroscopy as far as aerosol layer height
determination is of interest further it describes approximate methods of the
radiative transfer equation solution for a special case of strongly scattering
media a separate chapter focuses on optical properties of black carbon
aggregates this book presents recent advances in studies of light propagation
scattering emission and absorption in random media many natural and biological
media vary randomly in time and space examples are terrestrial atmosphere and
ocean biological liquids and tissues to name but a few drawing on the author s
forty plus years of experience as a researcher in the interaction of charged
particles with matter this book emphasizes the theoretical description of
fundamental phenomena special attention is given to classic topics such as
rutherford scattering the theory of particle stopping the statistical
description of energy loss and multiple scattering and numerous more recent
developments to laser physics with 87 figures springer verlag berlin heidelberg
gmbh 1984 professor koichi shimoda faculty of science and technology keio
university 3 14 1 hiyoshi kohokuku yokohama 223 japan arthur l schawlow ph d
editorial board department of physics stanford university stanford ca 94305 usa
jay m enoch ph d professor koichi shimoda school of optometry faculty of
science and technology university of california keio university 3 14 1 hiyoshi
kohoku ku berkeley ca 94720 usa yokohama 223 japan david l macadam ph d theodor
tamir ph d 68 hamrnond street 981 east lawn drive rochester ny 14615 usa
teaneck nj 07666 usa revised translation of the original japanese edition
koichi shimoda reza butsuri nyumon koichi shimoda 1983 originally published in
japanese by iwanami shoten publishers tokyo 1983 english translation by
munetada yamamuro isbn 978 3 662 13550 1 isbn 978 3 662 13548 8 ebook doi 10
1007 978 3 662 13548 8 library of congress cataloging in publication data
shimoda köichi introduction to laser physics springer series in optical
sciences v 44 rev translation of koichi shimoda reza butsuri ny11mon 1 lasers 1
title h series qc688 s55 1984 535 5 8 84 5629 this work is subject to copyright
all rights are reserved whether the whole or part of the material is concemed
specifically those of translation reprinting reuse of illustrations
broadcasting reproduction by photocopying machine or similar means and storage
in data banks under sect 54 ofthe german copyright law where copies are made
for other than private use a fee is payable to verwertungsgesellschaft wort
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munich this book is aimed at description of recent progress in radiative
transfer atmospheric remote sensing snow optics and light scattering light
scattering radiative transfer and atmospheric optics research community will
greatly benefit from the publication of this book this book treats the major
problems of the quantum physics of solids ranging from fundamental concepts to
topical issues rather than use a deductive method of exposition the authors
consider and analyze simple empirically established properties of solids and
employ more complicated models only as the need arises detailed treatment is
given of classical problems such as chemical bonding in crystals the one
dimensional schradinger equation with a periodic potential the metal insulator
criterion and the quantum theory of band electron motion in external fields
consideration is also given to topical problems such as neutron scattering by
the crystal lattice plasma and fermi liquid effects the theory of disordered
systems and the polaron the reader is expected to know only the fundamentals of
quantum mechanics and statistical physics compared with the russian edition
nauka moscow 1983 the book has been substantially revised and enlarged new
sections have been written and recent results have been incorporated the
mathieu series is a functional series introduced by Émile léonard mathieu for
the purposes of his research on the elasticity of solid bodies bounds for this
series are needed for solving biharmonic equations in a rectangular domain in
addition to tomovski and his coauthors pogany cerone h m srivastava j choi etc
are some of the known authors who published results concerning the mathieu
series its generalizations and their alternating variants applications of these
results are given in classical harmonic and numerical analysis analytical
number theory special functions mathematical physics probability quantum field
theory quantum physics etc integral representations analytical inequalities
asymptotic expansions and behaviors of some classes of mathieu series are
presented in this book a systematic study of probability density functions and
probability distributions associated with the mathieu series its
generalizations and planck s distribution is also presented the book is
addressed at graduate and phd students and researchers in mathematics and
physics who are interested in special functions inequalities and probability
distributions this text book gives a comprehensive account of magnetism one of
the oldest yet most vibrant fields of physics it spans the historical
development the physical foundations and the continuing research underlying the
subject the book covers both the classical and quantum mechanical aspects of
magnetism and novel experimental techniques perhaps uniquely it discusses spin
transport and magnetization dynamics phenomena associated with atomically and
spin engineered nano structures against the backdrop of spintronics and
magnetic storage and memory applications the book is for students and serves as
a reference for scientists in academia and research laboratories the first
edition of this book was written in 1961 when i was morris loeb lecturer in
physics at harvard in the preface i wrote the problem faced by a beginner today
is enormous if he attempts to read a current article he often finds that the
first paragraph refers to an earlier paper on which the whole article is based
and with which the author naturally assumes familiarity that reference in turn
is based on another so the hapless student finds himself in a seemingly endless
retreat i have felt that graduate students or others beginning research in
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magnetic resonance needed a book which really went into the details of
calculations yet was aimed at the beginner rather than the expert the original
goal was to treat only those topics that are essential to an understanding of
the literature thus the goal was to be selective rather than comprehensive with
the passage of time important new concepts were becoming so all pervasive that
i felt the need to add them that led to the second edition which dr lotsch
physics editor of springer verlag encouraged me to write and which helped
launch the springer series in solid state sciences now ten years later that
book and its 1980 revised printing is no longer available meanwhile workers in
magnetic resonance have continued to develop startling new insights this book
describes recent advances in radiative transfer atmospheric remote sensing
polarization optics of random media and light scattering it is a valuable
resource for anyone involved in light scattering research providing numerous
step by step tutorials it allows readers to quickly learn about various aspects
of theoretical and experimental light scattering media optics the book features
among others a chapter on aerosol remote sensing that helps readers to define
and solve various aerosol remote sensing problems this book provides readers
with the tools needed to understand the physical basis of special relativity
and will enable a confident mathematical understanding of minkowski s picture
of space time it features a large number of examples and exercises ranging from
the rather simple through to the more involved and challenging coverage
includes acceleration and tensors and has an emphasis on space time diagrams
the fact that magnetite fe304 was already known in the greek era as a peculiar
mineral is indicative of the long history of transition metal oxides as useful
materials the discovery of high temperature superconductivity in 1986 has
renewed interest in transition metal oxides high temperature su perconductors
are all cuprates why is it to answer to this question we must understand the
electronic states in the cuprates transition metal oxides are also familiar as
magnets they might be found stuck on the door of your kitchen refrigerator
magnetic materials are valuable not only as magnets but as electronics
materials manganites have received special attention recently because of their
extremely large magnetoresistance an effect so large that it is called colossal
magnetoresistance cmr what is the difference between high temperature
superconducting cuprates and cmr manganites elements with incomplete d shells
in the periodic table are called tran sition elements among them the following
eight elements with the atomic numbers from 22 to 29 i e ti v cr mn fe co ni
and cu are the most im portant these elements make compounds with oxygen and
present a variety of properties high temperature superconductivity and cmr are
examples most of the textbooks on magnetism discuss the magnetic properties of
transition metal oxides however when one studies magnetism using tradi tional
textbooks one finds that the transport properties are not introduced in the
initial stages this book presents a survey of modern theoretical and
experimental techniques in studies of light scattering phenomena and radiative
transfer processes in random media it presents reviews on light scattering by
sea water and bubbles and includes a separate chapter addressing studies of the
remote sensing of crystalline clouds with a focus on the shape of particles a
parameter rarely studied by passive remote sensing techniques in particular it
offers a comprehensive analysis of polarized radiative transfer in optically
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active e g chiral light scattering media and explores advances in spectro
polarimetry of particulate media lastly it discusses new developments in light
scattering for combustion monitoring this textbook is intended as an
introduction to surface science for graduate students it began as a course of
lectures that we gave at the university of paris orsay its main objectives are
twofold to provide the reader with a compre hensive presentation of the basic
principles and concepts of surface physics and to show the usefulness of these
concepts in the real world by referring to experiments it starts at a rather
elementary level since it only requires a knowledge of solid state physics
quantum mechanics thermodynamics and statistical physics which does not exceed
the background usually taught to students early in their university courses
however since it finally reaches an advanced level we have tried to render it
as self contained as possible so that it remains accessible even to an
unexperienced reader furthermore the emphasis has been put on a pedagogical
level rather than on a technical level in this spirit whenever possible models
which are simplified but which contain the features that are essential to the
appearance of the phenomena have been set up and solved in a completely
analytical way the logic should be transparent enough for the reader although
most often a more rigorous solution would need the use of a computer to
conclude we have tried to give an account of surface physics which should be of
use to the theoretician as well as to the experimentalist the following
comments can be made on the contents of this book this book is aimed at
description of recent progress in studies of multiple and single light
scattering in turbid media light scattering and radiative transfer research
community will greatly benefit from the publication of this book this book
originally appeared in japanese in 1973 in the iwanami series of fundamental
physics supervised by professor hideki yukawa and pub lished by iwanami shoten
a revised second edition was published in 1978 the task we set ourselves was to
grasp the properties of matter as a whole in a unified scheme and to present a
general view of matter incor porating the results of modern physics to achieve
this goal we have tried to explore the laws which describe the structure of
macroscopic matter namely to ask in what kinds of phy sical states matter can
in principle exist and why thus using the meth ods of statistical physics and
quantum mechanics we have tried to syste matically describe the properties of
matter from a unified point of view of course we do not believe that such a
standpoint can give an exhaus tive description of condensed matter one of the
important viewpoints which obviously is omitted in such a unified approach is
the historical one which follows the development of physics in the course of
time this book reviews the spaceborne and airborne remote sensing of clouds
including cloud lidar and radar data analysis snow and soil reflectance
spectroscopy and single light scattering by nonspherical scatterers providing
deep insights into the latest technologies it is a valuable resource for
scientists and postgraduate students alike plasma atomic physics provides an
overview of the elementary processes within atoms and ions in plasmas and
introduces readers to the language of atomic spectra and light emission
allowing them to explore the various and fascinating radiative properties of
matter the book familiarizes readers with the complex quantum mechanical
descriptions of electromagnetic and collisional processes while also developing
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a number of effective qualitative models that will allow them to obtain
adequately comprehensive descriptions of collisional radiative processes in
dense plasmas dielectronic satellite emissions and autoionizing states hollow
ion x ray emissions polarized atoms and ions hot electrons charge exchange
atomic population kinetics and radiation transport numerous applications to
plasma spectroscopy and experimental data are presented which concern magnetic
confinement fusion inertial fusion laser produced plasmas and x ray free
electron lasers interaction with matter particular highlights include the
development of quantum kinetics to a level surpassing the almost exclusively
used quasi classical approach in atomic population kinetics the introduction of
the recently developed quantum f matrix theory qfmt to study the impact of
plasma microfields on atomic populations and the enrico fermi equivalent photon
method to develop the plasma atom where the response properties and oscillator
strength distribution are represented with the help of a local plasma frequency
of the atomic electron density based on courses held by the authors this
material will assist students and scientists studying the complex processes
within atoms and ions in different kinds of plasmas by developing relatively
simple but highly effective models considerable attention is paid to a number
of qualitative models that deliver physical transparency while extensive tables
and formulas promote the practical and useful application of complex theories
and provide effective tools for non specialist readers the book aims to the
description of recent progress in studies of light absorption and scattering in
turbid media in particular light scattering oceanic optics snow optics research
community will greatly benefit from the publication of this book this volume of
statistical physics consititutes the second part of statistical physics
springer series in solid state science vols 30 31 and is devoted to
nonequilibrium theories of statistical mechanics we start with an intro duction
to the stochastic treatment of brownian motion and then proceed to general
problems involved in deriving a physical process from an underlying more basic
process relaxation from nonequilibrium to equilibrium states and the response
of a system to an external disturbance form the central problems of
nonequilibrium statistical mechanics these problems are treated both
phenomenologically and microscopically along the lines of re cent developments
emphasis is placed on fundamental concepts and methods rather than on
applications which are too numerous to be treated exhaustively within the
limited space of this volume for information on the general aim of this book
the reader is referred to the foreword for further reading the reader should
consult the bibliographies although these are not meant to be exhaustive the
greatest reward for an author is the feeling of satisfaction he gets when it
becomes clear to him that readers find his work useful after my book appeared
in the ussr in 1975 i received many letters from fellow physicists including
colleagues from western european countries and the usa some of those letters as
well as official reviews of the book made specific sug gestions for improving
the book the satisfaction i derived from all those kind and warm responses gave
me the determination to continue work on the book in order to fulfill these
wishes in the next edition this possibility arose when one of the scientific
editors from springer verlag heidelberg h latsch who is the founder of the well
known series of quasi monographs topics in applied physics visited our
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institute and suggested an english edition of my book for all this and for his
subsequent help i am sincerely thankful i consider it my pleasant duty also to
express my gratitude to the american physicist h f ivey who served as
scientific editor of the trans lation the english version of the book retains
the structure of the russian edition though it is supplemented with many new
data in the tables and figures it reflects trends in the development of the
physics and spectroscopy of laser crystals in recent years it is a pleasure to
take the opportunity to express my sincere grati tude to many colleagues who
provided valuable hints for improvements even including lists of misprints
which i hope have now been complete ly eliminated it is not possible to name
all of them and so i will only mention the interesting discussions over so many
years i had with pro fessor hans w pötzl of the technical university of vienna
on the oc casion of our common weekly semiconductor seminar i am grateful to
professor h j queisser and professor m cardona for helpful criticism special
thanks are due to frau jitka fucik for typing and frau viktoria köver for
drawing services the cooperation with dr h k lotsch of springer verlag has been
a pleasure vienna january 1982 k seeger contents 1 elementary properties of
semiconductors i 1 1 insulator semiconductor semimetal metal 1 1 2 the positive
hole 3 1 3 conduction processes compensation law ofmass action 4 problems 8 2
energy band structure 10 2 1 single and periodically repeated potential well 10
2 2 energy bands by tight binding ofelectrons to atoms 17 2 3 the brillouin
zone 21 2 4 constant energy surfaces 30 problems 33 3 semiconductor statistics
34 3 1 fermi statistics 35 3 2 occupation probabilities ofimpurity levels 39
problems 45 4 charge and energy transport in a nondegenerate electron gas the
book describes the experimental techniques employed to study surfaces and
interfaces the emphasis is on the experimental method therefore all chapters
start with an introduction of the scientific problem the theory necessary to
understand how the technique works and how to understand the results
descriptions of real experimental setups experimental results at different
systems are given to show both the strength and the limits of the technique in
a final part the new developments and possible extensions of the techniques are
presented the included techniques provide microscopic as well as macroscopic
information they cover most of the techniques used in surface science this book
presents a survey of modern theoretical techniques in studies of radiative
transfer and light scattering phenomena in turbid media it offers a
comprehensive analysis of polarized radiative transfer and also discusses
advances in planetary spectroscopy as far as aerosol layer height determination
is of interest further it describes approximate methods of the radiative
transfer equation solution for a special case of strongly scattering media a
separate chapter focuses on optical properties of black carbon aggregates this
book is an introduction to the physics of elementary excitations in condensed
matter with emphasis on basic concepts and their mathematical representations
the nature of the book is mainly determined by the fact that it was originally
written in japanese as one volume of iwanami series of fundamental physics
supervised by professor h yukawa our task was to portray the theory of
condensed matter from a unified point of view for the student looking for his
own research field and also for more senior readers interested in fundamentals
of contemporary physics as our point of view we chose the concept of elementary
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excitation which we believe to be one of the most fruitful concepts discovered
by the quantum theory of matter the present english edition has been translated
by the authors themselves from the second revised japanese edition published in
1978 six years after publication of the first edition in translating we have
introduced no major modifications only the list of references has been made
more suitable to overseas readers in the english as well as in the japanese
editions chaps 1 4 and part of 6 were written by nakajima chaps 2 5 and 7 by
toyozawa and chaps 3 and part of 6 by abe finally we should like to thank
professor p fulde for kind help and dr h lotsch spriiiger verlag for patient
cooperation in making this english edition a reality a good deal of the
material presented in this book has been prepared by top experts in the field
lecturing in january 1987 at the winter school on solitons in tiruchirapalli
india the lectures begin at an elementary level but go on to include even the
most recent developments in the field the book makes a handy introduction to
the various facets of the soliton concept and will be useful both to newcomers
to the field and to researchers who are interested in developments in new
branches of physics and mathematics the book bridges the gap between
fundamental physics courses such as optics electrodynamics quantum mechanics
and solid state physics and highly specialized literature on the spectroscopy
design and application of optical thin film coatings basic knowledge from the
above mentioned courses is therefore presumed starting from fundamental physics
the book enables the reader derive the theory of optical coatings and to apply
it to practically important spectroscopic problems both classical and
semiclassical approaches are included examples describe the full range of
classical optical coatings in various spectral regions as well as highly
specialized new topics such as rugate filters and resonant grating waveguide
structures the second edition has been updated and extended with respect to
probing matter in different spectral regions homogenous and inhomogeneous line
broadening mechanisms and the fresnel formula for the effect of planar
interfaces the aim of this monograph is to outline the physics of image
formation electron specimen interactions and image interpretation in
transmission el tron microscopy since the last edition transmission electron
microscopy has undergone a rapid evolution the introduction of monochromators
and proved energy lters has allowed electron energy loss spectra with an energy
resolution down to about 0 1 ev to be obtained and aberration correctors are
now available that push the point to point resolution limit down below 0 1 nm
after the untimely death of ludwig reimer dr koelsch from springer verlag asked
me if i would be willing to prepare a new edition of the book as it had served
me as a reference for more than 20 years i agreed without hesitation distinct
from more specialized books on speci c topics and from books intended for
classroom teaching the reimer book starts with the basic principles and gives a
broad survey of the state of the art methods comp mented by a list of
references to allow the reader to nd further details in the literature the main
objective of this revised edition was therefore to include the new developments
but leave the character of the book intact the presentation of the material
follows the format of the previous e tion as outlined in the preface to that
volume which immediately follows a few derivations have been modi ed to
correspond more closely to modern textbooks on quantum mechanics scattering
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theory or solid state physics problems after each chapter this third open
access volume of the handbook series deals with accelerator physics design
technology and operations as well as with beam optics dynamics and diagnostics
a joint cern springer initiative the particle physics reference library
provides revised and updated contributions based on previously published
material in the well known landolt boernstein series on particle physics
accelerators and detectors volumes 21a b1 b2 c which took stock of the field
approximately one decade ago central to this new initiative is publication
under full open access the mathieu series is a functional series introduced by
Émile léonard mathieu for the purposes of his research on the elasticity of
solid bodies bounds for this series are needed for solving biharmonic equations
in a rectangular domain in addition to tomovski and his coauthors pogany cerone
h m srivastava j choi etc are some of the known authors who published results
concerning the mathieu series its generalizations and their alternating
variants applications of these results are given in classical harmonic and
numerical analysis analytical number theory special functions mathematical
physics probability quantum field theory quantum physics etc integral
representations analytical inequalities asymptotic expansions and behaviors of
some classes of mathieu series are presented in this book a systematic study of
probability density functions and probability distributions associated with the
mathieu series its generalizations and planck s distribution is also presented
the book is addressed at graduate and phd students and researchers in
mathematics and physics who are interested in special functions inequalities
and probability distributions symmetries in physics presents the fundamental
theories of symmetry together with many examples of applications taken from
several different branches of physics emphasis is placed on the theory of group
representations and on the powerful method of projection operators the
excercises are intended to stimulate readers to apply the techniques
demonstrated in the text this monograph assimilates new research in the field
of low dimensional metals it provides a detailed overview of the current status
of research on quasi one and two dimensional molecular metals describing normal
state properties magnetic field effects superconductivity and the phenomena of
interacting p and d electrons it includes a number of findings likely to become
standard material in future textbooks on solid state physics the publication of
this second edition was motivated by several facts first of all the first
edition had been sold out in less than one year it had found excellent critics
and enthusiastic responses from professors and students welcoming this new
interdisciplinary approach this appreciation is reflected by the fact that the
book is presently translated into russian and japanese also i have used this
opportunity to include some of the most interesting recent developments
therefore i have added a whole new chapter on the fascinating and rapidly
growing field of chaos dealing with irregular motion caused by deterministic
forces this kind of phenomenon is presently found in quite diverse fields
ranging from physics to biology furthermore i have included a section on the
analytical treatment of a morphogenetic model using the order parameter concept
developed in this book among the further additions there is now a complete
description of the onset of ultrashort laser pulses it goes without saying that
the few minor mis prints or errors of the first edition have been corrected i
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wish to thank all who have helped me to incorporate these additions this
introduction to the fundamental theories of equilibrium statistical mechanics
is self contained and easily accessible to undergraduate students fundamental
principles and simple physical examples are particularly emphasized in
preparation r kubo et al statistical physics ii springer series in solid state
sciences vol 31 2nd ed 1991 isbn 3 540 53833 x this volume of statistical
physics consititutes the second part of statistical physics springer series in
solid state science vols 30 31 and is devoted to nonequilibrium theories of
statistical mechanics we start with an intro duction to the stochastic
treatment of brownian motion and then proceed to general problems involved in
deriving a physical process from an underlying more basic process relaxation
from nonequilibrium to equilibrium states and the response of a system to an
external disturbance form the central problems of nonequilibrium statistical
mechanics these problems are treated both phenomenologically and
microscopically along the lines of re cent developments emphasis is placed on
fundamental concepts and methods rather than on applications which are too
numerous to be treated exhaustively within the limited space of this volume for
information on the general aim of this book the reader is referred to the
foreword for further reading the reader should consult the bibliographies
although these are not meant to be exhaustive 複雑系はいたるところに存在しており 実際上全ての科学的領域の枝々に
おける分野 物理から化学 生物学から経済学や社会学 において複雑系を取り扱わなければならない状況である 本書はこうした複雑系を統一的観点から取り扱う概念と方法
を提供する 本書で述べる統一的なアプローチの基本的なアイデアはシナジェティックスから発している 統一的な原理を発見するために焦点を絞って 複雑系の振舞いが定性
的に変化をする現象 言い換えるとその巨視的な時空間に渡る構造 ないしは機能的な構造が変化するところに注目する



Green's Functions in Quantum Physics 2006-08-02 of interest to advanced
students this book focuses on green s functions for obtaining simple and
general solutions to basic problems in quantum physics it demonstrates the
unifying formalism of green s functions across many applications including
transport properties carbon nanotubes and photonics and photonic crystals
Springer Series in Light Scattering 2019-01-13 this book presents a survey of
modern theoretical techniques in studies of radiative transfer and light
scattering phenomena in turbid media it offers a comprehensive analysis of
polarized radiative transfer and also discusses advances in planetary
spectroscopy as far as aerosol layer height determination is of interest
further it describes approximate methods of the radiative transfer equation
solution for a special case of strongly scattering media a separate chapter
focuses on optical properties of black carbon aggregates
Springer Series in Light Scattering 2018-01-17 this book presents recent
advances in studies of light propagation scattering emission and absorption in
random media many natural and biological media vary randomly in time and space
examples are terrestrial atmosphere and ocean biological liquids and tissues to
name but a few
Particle Penetration and Radiation Effects 2006-03-16 drawing on the author s
forty plus years of experience as a researcher in the interaction of charged
particles with matter this book emphasizes the theoretical description of
fundamental phenomena special attention is given to classic topics such as
rutherford scattering the theory of particle stopping the statistical
description of energy loss and multiple scattering and numerous more recent
developments
Introduction to Laser Physics 2013-11-11 to laser physics with 87 figures
springer verlag berlin heidelberg gmbh 1984 professor koichi shimoda faculty of
science and technology keio university 3 14 1 hiyoshi kohokuku yokohama 223
japan arthur l schawlow ph d editorial board department of physics stanford
university stanford ca 94305 usa jay m enoch ph d professor koichi shimoda
school of optometry faculty of science and technology university of california
keio university 3 14 1 hiyoshi kohoku ku berkeley ca 94720 usa yokohama 223
japan david l macadam ph d theodor tamir ph d 68 hamrnond street 981 east lawn
drive rochester ny 14615 usa teaneck nj 07666 usa revised translation of the
original japanese edition koichi shimoda reza butsuri nyumon koichi shimoda
1983 originally published in japanese by iwanami shoten publishers tokyo 1983
english translation by munetada yamamuro isbn 978 3 662 13550 1 isbn 978 3 662
13548 8 ebook doi 10 1007 978 3 662 13548 8 library of congress cataloging in
publication data shimoda köichi introduction to laser physics springer series
in optical sciences v 44 rev translation of koichi shimoda reza butsuri ny11mon
1 lasers 1 title h series qc688 s55 1984 535 5 8 84 5629 this work is subject
to copyright all rights are reserved whether the whole or part of the material
is concemed specifically those of translation reprinting reuse of illustrations
broadcasting reproduction by photocopying machine or similar means and storage
in data banks under sect 54 ofthe german copyright law where copies are made
for other than private use a fee is payable to verwertungsgesellschaft wort
munich
A Computational Method in Plasma Physics 1978 this book is aimed at description



of recent progress in radiative transfer atmospheric remote sensing snow optics
and light scattering light scattering radiative transfer and atmospheric optics
research community will greatly benefit from the publication of this book
Springer Series in Light Scattering 2021-04-24 this book treats the major
problems of the quantum physics of solids ranging from fundamental concepts to
topical issues rather than use a deductive method of exposition the authors
consider and analyze simple empirically established properties of solids and
employ more complicated models only as the need arises detailed treatment is
given of classical problems such as chemical bonding in crystals the one
dimensional schradinger equation with a periodic potential the metal insulator
criterion and the quantum theory of band electron motion in external fields
consideration is also given to topical problems such as neutron scattering by
the crystal lattice plasma and fermi liquid effects the theory of disordered
systems and the polaron the reader is expected to know only the fundamentals of
quantum mechanics and statistical physics compared with the russian edition
nauka moscow 1983 the book has been substantially revised and enlarged new
sections have been written and recent results have been incorporated
Quantum Solid-state Physics 1989-01-01 the mathieu series is a functional
series introduced by Émile léonard mathieu for the purposes of his research on
the elasticity of solid bodies bounds for this series are needed for solving
biharmonic equations in a rectangular domain in addition to tomovski and his
coauthors pogany cerone h m srivastava j choi etc are some of the known authors
who published results concerning the mathieu series its generalizations and
their alternating variants applications of these results are given in classical
harmonic and numerical analysis analytical number theory special functions
mathematical physics probability quantum field theory quantum physics etc
integral representations analytical inequalities asymptotic expansions and
behaviors of some classes of mathieu series are presented in this book a
systematic study of probability density functions and probability distributions
associated with the mathieu series its generalizations and planck s
distribution is also presented the book is addressed at graduate and phd
students and researchers in mathematics and physics who are interested in
special functions inequalities and probability distributions
Generalized Mathieu Series 2021-11-15 this text book gives a comprehensive
account of magnetism one of the oldest yet most vibrant fields of physics it
spans the historical development the physical foundations and the continuing
research underlying the subject the book covers both the classical and quantum
mechanical aspects of magnetism and novel experimental techniques perhaps
uniquely it discusses spin transport and magnetization dynamics phenomena
associated with atomically and spin engineered nano structures against the
backdrop of spintronics and magnetic storage and memory applications the book
is for students and serves as a reference for scientists in academia and
research laboratories
Magnetism 2007-01-19 the first edition of this book was written in 1961 when i
was morris loeb lecturer in physics at harvard in the preface i wrote the
problem faced by a beginner today is enormous if he attempts to read a current
article he often finds that the first paragraph refers to an earlier paper on
which the whole article is based and with which the author naturally assumes



familiarity that reference in turn is based on another so the hapless student
finds himself in a seemingly endless retreat i have felt that graduate students
or others beginning research in magnetic resonance needed a book which really
went into the details of calculations yet was aimed at the beginner rather than
the expert the original goal was to treat only those topics that are essential
to an understanding of the literature thus the goal was to be selective rather
than comprehensive with the passage of time important new concepts were
becoming so all pervasive that i felt the need to add them that led to the
second edition which dr lotsch physics editor of springer verlag encouraged me
to write and which helped launch the springer series in solid state sciences
now ten years later that book and its 1980 revised printing is no longer
available meanwhile workers in magnetic resonance have continued to develop
startling new insights
Principles of Magnetic Resonance 1996-03-21 this book describes recent advances
in radiative transfer atmospheric remote sensing polarization optics of random
media and light scattering it is a valuable resource for anyone involved in
light scattering research providing numerous step by step tutorials it allows
readers to quickly learn about various aspects of theoretical and experimental
light scattering media optics the book features among others a chapter on
aerosol remote sensing that helps readers to define and solve various aerosol
remote sensing problems
Springer Series in Light Scattering 2019-06-29 this book provides readers with
the tools needed to understand the physical basis of special relativity and
will enable a confident mathematical understanding of minkowski s picture of
space time it features a large number of examples and exercises ranging from
the rather simple through to the more involved and challenging coverage
includes acceleration and tensors and has an emphasis on space time diagrams
Special Relativity 2007-03-12 the fact that magnetite fe304 was already known
in the greek era as a peculiar mineral is indicative of the long history of
transition metal oxides as useful materials the discovery of high temperature
superconductivity in 1986 has renewed interest in transition metal oxides high
temperature su perconductors are all cuprates why is it to answer to this
question we must understand the electronic states in the cuprates transition
metal oxides are also familiar as magnets they might be found stuck on the door
of your kitchen refrigerator magnetic materials are valuable not only as
magnets but as electronics materials manganites have received special attention
recently because of their extremely large magnetoresistance an effect so large
that it is called colossal magnetoresistance cmr what is the difference between
high temperature superconducting cuprates and cmr manganites elements with
incomplete d shells in the periodic table are called tran sition elements among
them the following eight elements with the atomic numbers from 22 to 29 i e ti
v cr mn fe co ni and cu are the most im portant these elements make compounds
with oxygen and present a variety of properties high temperature
superconductivity and cmr are examples most of the textbooks on magnetism
discuss the magnetic properties of transition metal oxides however when one
studies magnetism using tradi tional textbooks one finds that the transport
properties are not introduced in the initial stages
Physics of Transition Metal Oxides 2004-06-22 this book presents a survey of



modern theoretical and experimental techniques in studies of light scattering
phenomena and radiative transfer processes in random media it presents reviews
on light scattering by sea water and bubbles and includes a separate chapter
addressing studies of the remote sensing of crystalline clouds with a focus on
the shape of particles a parameter rarely studied by passive remote sensing
techniques in particular it offers a comprehensive analysis of polarized
radiative transfer in optically active e g chiral light scattering media and
explores advances in spectro polarimetry of particulate media lastly it
discusses new developments in light scattering for combustion monitoring
Springer Series in Light Scattering 2017-12-22 this textbook is intended as an
introduction to surface science for graduate students it began as a course of
lectures that we gave at the university of paris orsay its main objectives are
twofold to provide the reader with a compre hensive presentation of the basic
principles and concepts of surface physics and to show the usefulness of these
concepts in the real world by referring to experiments it starts at a rather
elementary level since it only requires a knowledge of solid state physics
quantum mechanics thermodynamics and statistical physics which does not exceed
the background usually taught to students early in their university courses
however since it finally reaches an advanced level we have tried to render it
as self contained as possible so that it remains accessible even to an
unexperienced reader furthermore the emphasis has been put on a pedagogical
level rather than on a technical level in this spirit whenever possible models
which are simplified but which contain the features that are essential to the
appearance of the phenomena have been set up and solved in a completely
analytical way the logic should be transparent enough for the reader although
most often a more rigorous solution would need the use of a computer to
conclude we have tried to give an account of surface physics which should be of
use to the theoretician as well as to the experimentalist the following
comments can be made on the contents of this book
Concepts in Surface Physics 2012-12-06 this book is aimed at description of
recent progress in studies of multiple and single light scattering in turbid
media light scattering and radiative transfer research community will greatly
benefit from the publication of this book
Springer Series in Light Scattering 2022-09-13 this book originally appeared in
japanese in 1973 in the iwanami series of fundamental physics supervised by
professor hideki yukawa and pub lished by iwanami shoten a revised second
edition was published in 1978 the task we set ourselves was to grasp the
properties of matter as a whole in a unified scheme and to present a general
view of matter incor porating the results of modern physics to achieve this
goal we have tried to explore the laws which describe the structure of
macroscopic matter namely to ask in what kinds of phy sical states matter can
in principle exist and why thus using the meth ods of statistical physics and
quantum mechanics we have tried to syste matically describe the properties of
matter from a unified point of view of course we do not believe that such a
standpoint can give an exhaus tive description of condensed matter one of the
important viewpoints which obviously is omitted in such a unified approach is
the historical one which follows the development of physics in the course of
time



The Structure and Properties of Matter 2011-12-15 this book reviews the
spaceborne and airborne remote sensing of clouds including cloud lidar and
radar data analysis snow and soil reflectance spectroscopy and single light
scattering by nonspherical scatterers providing deep insights into the latest
technologies it is a valuable resource for scientists and postgraduate students
alike
Springer Series in Light Scattering 2020-02-21 plasma atomic physics provides
an overview of the elementary processes within atoms and ions in plasmas and
introduces readers to the language of atomic spectra and light emission
allowing them to explore the various and fascinating radiative properties of
matter the book familiarizes readers with the complex quantum mechanical
descriptions of electromagnetic and collisional processes while also developing
a number of effective qualitative models that will allow them to obtain
adequately comprehensive descriptions of collisional radiative processes in
dense plasmas dielectronic satellite emissions and autoionizing states hollow
ion x ray emissions polarized atoms and ions hot electrons charge exchange
atomic population kinetics and radiation transport numerous applications to
plasma spectroscopy and experimental data are presented which concern magnetic
confinement fusion inertial fusion laser produced plasmas and x ray free
electron lasers interaction with matter particular highlights include the
development of quantum kinetics to a level surpassing the almost exclusively
used quasi classical approach in atomic population kinetics the introduction of
the recently developed quantum f matrix theory qfmt to study the impact of
plasma microfields on atomic populations and the enrico fermi equivalent photon
method to develop the plasma atom where the response properties and oscillator
strength distribution are represented with the help of a local plasma frequency
of the atomic electron density based on courses held by the authors this
material will assist students and scientists studying the complex processes
within atoms and ions in different kinds of plasmas by developing relatively
simple but highly effective models considerable attention is paid to a number
of qualitative models that deliver physical transparency while extensive tables
and formulas promote the practical and useful application of complex theories
and provide effective tools for non specialist readers
Plasma Atomic Physics 2021-09-06 the book aims to the description of recent
progress in studies of light absorption and scattering in turbid media in
particular light scattering oceanic optics snow optics research community will
greatly benefit from the publication of this book
Springer Series in Light Scattering 2021-10-27 this volume of statistical
physics consititutes the second part of statistical physics springer series in
solid state science vols 30 31 and is devoted to nonequilibrium theories of
statistical mechanics we start with an intro duction to the stochastic
treatment of brownian motion and then proceed to general problems involved in
deriving a physical process from an underlying more basic process relaxation
from nonequilibrium to equilibrium states and the response of a system to an
external disturbance form the central problems of nonequilibrium statistical
mechanics these problems are treated both phenomenologically and
microscopically along the lines of re cent developments emphasis is placed on
fundamental concepts and methods rather than on applications which are too



numerous to be treated exhaustively within the limited space of this volume for
information on the general aim of this book the reader is referred to the
foreword for further reading the reader should consult the bibliographies
although these are not meant to be exhaustive
Statistical Physics II 2012-12-06 the greatest reward for an author is the
feeling of satisfaction he gets when it becomes clear to him that readers find
his work useful after my book appeared in the ussr in 1975 i received many
letters from fellow physicists including colleagues from western european
countries and the usa some of those letters as well as official reviews of the
book made specific sug gestions for improving the book the satisfaction i
derived from all those kind and warm responses gave me the determination to
continue work on the book in order to fulfill these wishes in the next edition
this possibility arose when one of the scientific editors from springer verlag
heidelberg h latsch who is the founder of the well known series of quasi
monographs topics in applied physics visited our institute and suggested an
english edition of my book for all this and for his subsequent help i am
sincerely thankful i consider it my pleasant duty also to express my gratitude
to the american physicist h f ivey who served as scientific editor of the trans
lation the english version of the book retains the structure of the russian
edition though it is supplemented with many new data in the tables and figures
it reflects trends in the development of the physics and spectroscopy of laser
crystals in recent years
Laser Crystals 2013-12-19 it is a pleasure to take the opportunity to express
my sincere grati tude to many colleagues who provided valuable hints for
improvements even including lists of misprints which i hope have now been
complete ly eliminated it is not possible to name all of them and so i will
only mention the interesting discussions over so many years i had with pro
fessor hans w pötzl of the technical university of vienna on the oc casion of
our common weekly semiconductor seminar i am grateful to professor h j queisser
and professor m cardona for helpful criticism special thanks are due to frau
jitka fucik for typing and frau viktoria köver for drawing services the
cooperation with dr h k lotsch of springer verlag has been a pleasure vienna
january 1982 k seeger contents 1 elementary properties of semiconductors i 1 1
insulator semiconductor semimetal metal 1 1 2 the positive hole 3 1 3
conduction processes compensation law ofmass action 4 problems 8 2 energy band
structure 10 2 1 single and periodically repeated potential well 10 2 2 energy
bands by tight binding ofelectrons to atoms 17 2 3 the brillouin zone 21 2 4
constant energy surfaces 30 problems 33 3 semiconductor statistics 34 3 1 fermi
statistics 35 3 2 occupation probabilities ofimpurity levels 39 problems 45 4
charge and energy transport in a nondegenerate electron gas
Semiconductor Physics 2013-04-17 the book describes the experimental techniques
employed to study surfaces and interfaces the emphasis is on the experimental
method therefore all chapters start with an introduction of the scientific
problem the theory necessary to understand how the technique works and how to
understand the results descriptions of real experimental setups experimental
results at different systems are given to show both the strength and the limits
of the technique in a final part the new developments and possible extensions
of the techniques are presented the included techniques provide microscopic as



well as macroscopic information they cover most of the techniques used in
surface science
Surface Science Techniques 2013-01-11 this book presents a survey of modern
theoretical techniques in studies of radiative transfer and light scattering
phenomena in turbid media it offers a comprehensive analysis of polarized
radiative transfer and also discusses advances in planetary spectroscopy as far
as aerosol layer height determination is of interest further it describes
approximate methods of the radiative transfer equation solution for a special
case of strongly scattering media a separate chapter focuses on optical
properties of black carbon aggregates
Springer Series in Light Scattering 2019 this book is an introduction to the
physics of elementary excitations in condensed matter with emphasis on basic
concepts and their mathematical representations the nature of the book is
mainly determined by the fact that it was originally written in japanese as one
volume of iwanami series of fundamental physics supervised by professor h
yukawa our task was to portray the theory of condensed matter from a unified
point of view for the student looking for his own research field and also for
more senior readers interested in fundamentals of contemporary physics as our
point of view we chose the concept of elementary excitation which we believe to
be one of the most fruitful concepts discovered by the quantum theory of matter
the present english edition has been translated by the authors themselves from
the second revised japanese edition published in 1978 six years after
publication of the first edition in translating we have introduced no major
modifications only the list of references has been made more suitable to
overseas readers in the english as well as in the japanese editions chaps 1 4
and part of 6 were written by nakajima chaps 2 5 and 7 by toyozawa and chaps 3
and part of 6 by abe finally we should like to thank professor p fulde for kind
help and dr h lotsch spriiiger verlag for patient cooperation in making this
english edition a reality
The Physics of Elementary Excitations 2011-12-27 a good deal of the material
presented in this book has been prepared by top experts in the field lecturing
in january 1987 at the winter school on solitons in tiruchirapalli india the
lectures begin at an elementary level but go on to include even the most recent
developments in the field the book makes a handy introduction to the various
facets of the soliton concept and will be useful both to newcomers to the field
and to researchers who are interested in developments in new branches of
physics and mathematics
Solitons 2012-12-06 the book bridges the gap between fundamental physics
courses such as optics electrodynamics quantum mechanics and solid state
physics and highly specialized literature on the spectroscopy design and
application of optical thin film coatings basic knowledge from the above
mentioned courses is therefore presumed starting from fundamental physics the
book enables the reader derive the theory of optical coatings and to apply it
to practically important spectroscopic problems both classical and
semiclassical approaches are included examples describe the full range of
classical optical coatings in various spectral regions as well as highly
specialized new topics such as rugate filters and resonant grating waveguide
structures the second edition has been updated and extended with respect to



probing matter in different spectral regions homogenous and inhomogeneous line
broadening mechanisms and the fresnel formula for the effect of planar
interfaces
The Physics of Thin Film Optical Spectra 2015-09-22 the aim of this monograph
is to outline the physics of image formation electron specimen interactions and
image interpretation in transmission el tron microscopy since the last edition
transmission electron microscopy has undergone a rapid evolution the
introduction of monochromators and proved energy lters has allowed electron
energy loss spectra with an energy resolution down to about 0 1 ev to be
obtained and aberration correctors are now available that push the point to
point resolution limit down below 0 1 nm after the untimely death of ludwig
reimer dr koelsch from springer verlag asked me if i would be willing to
prepare a new edition of the book as it had served me as a reference for more
than 20 years i agreed without hesitation distinct from more specialized books
on speci c topics and from books intended for classroom teaching the reimer
book starts with the basic principles and gives a broad survey of the state of
the art methods comp mented by a list of references to allow the reader to nd
further details in the literature the main objective of this revised edition
was therefore to include the new developments but leave the character of the
book intact the presentation of the material follows the format of the previous
e tion as outlined in the preface to that volume which immediately follows a
few derivations have been modi ed to correspond more closely to modern
textbooks on quantum mechanics scattering theory or solid state physics
Transmission Electron Microscopy 2008-08-28 problems after each chapter
Theoretical Atomic Physics 1991 this third open access volume of the handbook
series deals with accelerator physics design technology and operations as well
as with beam optics dynamics and diagnostics a joint cern springer initiative
the particle physics reference library provides revised and updated
contributions based on previously published material in the well known landolt
boernstein series on particle physics accelerators and detectors volumes 21a b1
b2 c which took stock of the field approximately one decade ago central to this
new initiative is publication under full open access
Particle Physics Reference Library 2020-09-18 the mathieu series is a
functional series introduced by Émile léonard mathieu for the purposes of his
research on the elasticity of solid bodies bounds for this series are needed
for solving biharmonic equations in a rectangular domain in addition to
tomovski and his coauthors pogany cerone h m srivastava j choi etc are some of
the known authors who published results concerning the mathieu series its
generalizations and their alternating variants applications of these results
are given in classical harmonic and numerical analysis analytical number theory
special functions mathematical physics probability quantum field theory quantum
physics etc integral representations analytical inequalities asymptotic
expansions and behaviors of some classes of mathieu series are presented in
this book a systematic study of probability density functions and probability
distributions associated with the mathieu series its generalizations and planck
s distribution is also presented the book is addressed at graduate and phd
students and researchers in mathematics and physics who are interested in
special functions inequalities and probability distributions



Generalized Mathieu Series 2021 symmetries in physics presents the fundamental
theories of symmetry together with many examples of applications taken from
several different branches of physics emphasis is placed on the theory of group
representations and on the powerful method of projection operators the
excercises are intended to stimulate readers to apply the techniques
demonstrated in the text
Symmetries in Physics 2012-12-06 this monograph assimilates new research in the
field of low dimensional metals it provides a detailed overview of the current
status of research on quasi one and two dimensional molecular metals describing
normal state properties magnetic field effects superconductivity and the
phenomena of interacting p and d electrons it includes a number of findings
likely to become standard material in future textbooks on solid state physics
Low-Dimensional Molecular Metals 2007-04-21 the publication of this second
edition was motivated by several facts first of all the first edition had been
sold out in less than one year it had found excellent critics and enthusiastic
responses from professors and students welcoming this new interdisciplinary
approach this appreciation is reflected by the fact that the book is presently
translated into russian and japanese also i have used this opportunity to
include some of the most interesting recent developments therefore i have added
a whole new chapter on the fascinating and rapidly growing field of chaos
dealing with irregular motion caused by deterministic forces this kind of
phenomenon is presently found in quite diverse fields ranging from physics to
biology furthermore i have included a section on the analytical treatment of a
morphogenetic model using the order parameter concept developed in this book
among the further additions there is now a complete description of the onset of
ultrashort laser pulses it goes without saying that the few minor mis prints or
errors of the first edition have been corrected i wish to thank all who have
helped me to incorporate these additions
Synergetics 2012-12-06 this introduction to the fundamental theories of
equilibrium statistical mechanics is self contained and easily accessible to
undergraduate students fundamental principles and simple physical examples are
particularly emphasized in preparation r kubo et al statistical physics ii
springer series in solid state sciences vol 31 2nd ed 1991 isbn 3 540 53833 x
Statistical Physics I 1991 this volume of statistical physics consititutes the
second part of statistical physics springer series in solid state science vols
30 31 and is devoted to nonequilibrium theories of statistical mechanics we
start with an intro duction to the stochastic treatment of brownian motion and
then proceed to general problems involved in deriving a physical process from
an underlying more basic process relaxation from nonequilibrium to equilibrium
states and the response of a system to an external disturbance form the central
problems of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics these problems are treated
both phenomenologically and microscopically along the lines of re cent
developments emphasis is placed on fundamental concepts and methods rather than
on applications which are too numerous to be treated exhaustively within the
limited space of this volume for information on the general aim of this book
the reader is referred to the foreword for further reading the reader should
consult the bibliographies although these are not meant to be exhaustive
Geometrical Relationships of Macroscopic Nuclear Physics 1988 複雑系はいたるところに存在しており



実際上全ての科学的領域の枝々における分野 物理から化学 生物学から経済学や社会学 において複雑系を取り扱わなければならない状況である 本書はこうした複雑系を統
一的観点から取り扱う概念と方法を提供する 本書で述べる統一的なアプローチの基本的なアイデアはシナジェティックスから発している 統一的な原理を発見するために焦点
を絞って 複雑系の振舞いが定性的に変化をする現象 言い換えるとその巨視的な時空間に渡る構造 ないしは機能的な構造が変化するところに注目する
Statistical Physics II 2012-01-25
情報と自己組織化 2002-12-10
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